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The dissociative recombination of O2+(v^)+e~ -^OQS)+OQD) has been theoretically investigated using the multichannel 

quantum defect theory (MQDT). Cross sections and rate coefficients at various electron energies are calculated. The 

resonant structures in cross section profile, which are hardly measurable in experiments, are also determined and 

the existence of Rydberg states is found to affect the rates. The theoretical rate coefficients are computed to be 

smaller than experimental ones. The reasons for this difference are explained. The two-step MQDT procedure is 

found to be very useful and promising in calculating the state-to-state rates of the dissociative recombination reaction 

which is a very important and frequently found phenomenon in Earth's ionosphere.

Introduction

The capture of an electron by a positive ion (recombina

tion) requires that the electron goes from a free to a bound 

state and thus, in some manner, gives off energy. The energy 

may be given to a third body or it may be radiated away 

as a result of free-bound transition. When the third body 

is the molecule (the positive ion combined with the incident 

electron) itself, the releasing energy can break the molecule 

into atomic fragments. This phenomenon is called dissocia

tive recombination of an ion with an electron.

The green line of oxygen is observed in the night sky 

and in aurora. It was suggested that the oxygen green line 

which is a prominent feature of the spectrum of the night 

sky is due to the formation of the excited atom O(】S) through 

the dissociative recombination of O2+ ions with electronsl.

The following reaction produces the oxygen atom in the 

excited state

02++厂—0(力)+ 0(5). (1)

And, in the upper atmosphere, this OGS) falls into the lower 
'D state and, consequently, the light of 5577 A (green) is 

emitted.2 Therefore, in astrophysics, it is of considerable in

terest to determine the recombination rates for production 

of excited oxygen atoms.

Zipf has measured the absolute intensities of 'S(5577 A) 

and 以6300 A) radiation coming out from the reaction (1) 

using a microwave afterglow apparatus.3 By relating the de

cay of intensity to the measured decay of electron density, 

he obtained values for the partial rates; namely, a(1S)zz2.1X 

IO-9 cm3/sec and aQD)= 1.9X IO-7 cm3/sec at 300 K. And 

his microwave afterglow results gave a quantum yield of 

0.1 and 0.9 for O(LS) and OQD)t respectively.

During the last decade, in both laboratory and in situ at

mospheric experiments the quantum yield of the excited sta

tes O(】S), O('Z)), and O(】F) of oxygen atoms was explored.4~11 

And a review for the O(】S) quantum yields obtained from 

the satellite and rocket measurements was given by Yee et 

al)2 Since the total rate as a function of ion vibrational level 

(z广)has not been determined experimentally, the theoretical 

quantum yields for v+ = l and 2 can test the assumption 

that the total rate is constant over v+.

From a theoretical point of view, the dissociative recombi

nation can be considered as an ion-electron collision process. 

So dynamic theories can be applied to this problem. Among 

those theoretical tools, multichannel quantum defect theory 

(MQDT) has been successful in investigating dissociative re

combinations of H2+,13~19 HD*,/ D2+?9,20 CH*,幻 and NO* 

ions22~27 with low energy electrons.

MQDT28~30 has brought a remarkable progress to theoreti
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cal studies of the dynamical processes involving infinite nu

mber of Rydberg states. Fano31 first applied MQDT to a mo

lecular system by using the idea of frame transformation. 

This theory was woven into a general collision theory by 

Chang and Fano.32 Jungen and Atabek20 extended the idea 

of frame transformation to rovibronic problems by introdu

cing a transformation between the Born-Oppenheimer and 

the close-coupling descriptions.

The first application of MQDT to dissociative recombina

tion was made by Giusti33 using the wtwo-step treatment.” 

This two-step method provides us with a unified treatment 

of the following two different interactions; rovibronic coup

ling between Rydberg and ionizing states, and electronic 

coupling between dissociative two-electron excited state and 

Rydberg (or ionizing) states. Giusti16 first applied this theory 

to the dissociative recombination of H2+. Futhermore, Takagi 

et al.21 reported rotational effect including a large rotational 

state dependence of cross sections. The theoretical cross sec

tion calculation with MQDT has proceeded recently for many 

molecules.34^38

We use a method based on MQDT which treats the direct 

and indirect process simultaneously, leading to complicated 

resonance structures in the cross section. We consider the 

dependence of cross sections on electronic coupling and qua

ntum defect. And, direct and indirect cross sections and rates 

are both calculated.

In the following sections, we explain the dissociative reco

mbination in detail and the O2+ ion system is defined. The 

background of multichannel quantum defect theory is revie

wed. Step-by-step computational procedure is provided. The 

potential energy curves, quantum defect functions and elect

ronic couplings used in this work are discussed. Cross sec

tions and rates of the dissociative recombination reaction 

of。广 ions with low energy electrons are given as results. 

An emphasis will be given to the electron temperature depe

ndence of rates, to the role of Rydberg states, and to the 

initial vibrational level dependence of rates. Conclusions are 

provided in the last section.

Dissociative Recombination of O2 + Ion with 
Electron

The dissociative recombination of a diatomic molecular ion 

AB+ can occur via a direct collision, that is,

AB++厂-》AB**tA+B. (2)

In the above direct process, the positive ion AB+ combined 

with the electron (continuum state) is directly coupled 

to the repulsive state AB**. The AB** state is a doubly exci

ted state of the neutral molecule AB. It is often called a 

resonant state or a superexcited state.

The formation of AB** is most likely to occur when the 

nuclear separation is close to the value Rc, at which the 

difference between the potential curves for AB** and AB+ 

is equal to the incident electron energy. The Rc will be refer

red to as the capture point. At this point electron capture 

can occur without any simultaneous transfer of energy into 

nuclear motion.

After the formation of the AB**, two things may happen. 

The repulsive force between the nuclei causes them to move 

apart and they may dissociate, trapping the extra electron. 

The recombination process is then complete. Alternatively 

an electron may be emitted through autoionization, the reve

rse of the process by which the electron is captured. The 

probability of autoionization rapidly decreases once the nuc

lei are further apart than the separation point Rs at which 

the two potential curves (AB+ and AB**) cross. For this 

reason the seperation point RS is often also called the stabi

lization point.

The determination of the cross section of direct dissocia

tive recombination involves the calculation of three quanti

ties; the electronic coupling width between AB+ and AB**, 

the slope of the potential curve of AB** at the singularity 

(at R如 and the position of the capture point (R) of incoming 

electrons. In summaFy, in a direct recombination, the inci

dent electron is directly captured to form the dissociative 

repulsive state AB**. And the AB** state is unstable so that 

it dissociates into atomic fragments of A and B.

Besides the direct dissociation recombination mentioned 

above, indirect dissociative recombination can also occur. 

There is a manifold of infinite neutral Rydberg states be

neath the ionic state. Since these Rydberg states have a si

milar energy to that of the ion, the incident electron can 

be captured to the Rydberg state

AB+ +「—AB—AB**tA+B. (3)

Therefore there can exist an additional intermediate step, 

corresponding to electron capture in a Rydberg state AB* 

associated with a vibrationally excited state of the initial ion 

AB+. It is called indirect process.

In the first transition, a Rydberg state AB* is formed in 

an excited vibrational level. This transition involves the tran

sfer of energy from the incident electron directly to the vib

rational motion of the nuclei. This initial capture step is fol

lowed by the predissociation of the state AB*. This predisso

ciation can be considered as a two-step process. The step 

AB* t AB내 arises from configuration interaction between 

the Rydberg state AB* and the dissociative state AB**. If 

the potential energy curve associated with AB** is repulsive, 

the nuclei will be forced apart and the recombination is com

pleted by dissociation.

The most important feature of this indirect process is that 

the initial electron capture can occur only 迁 the energy of 

the system coincides with the energy of a vibrational level 

of a Rydberg state. Thus for a given Rydberg state, one 

vibrational level at most will be important. Theoretical consi

derations show that the electron capture proceeds most ea

sily when only one vibrational quantum is gained by the 

nuclear motion. This restricts our attention to those Rydberg 

states whose binding energies are just smaller than the vib

rational spacing.

At high temperatures the indirect dissociative recombina

tion process must always be less important for diatomic mo

lecules than the direct dissociative recombination. At lower 

temperatures the indirect process could never be completely 

dominant, but it may have significant effects on the tempera

ture dependence of the recombination rate below 500 K. The 

importance of the indirect process at low temperatures depe

nds on the magnitude of the capture cross section and on 

whether or not there are Rydberg states whose first vibratio

nal level lies just above the energy of the ion.

In the direct process, an incident electron is directly cap-
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tured into the dissociative superexcited state. The repulsive 

interaction is the so called electronic coupling V(7?) between 

electronic continuum and dissociative superexcited states. In 

the indirect process, an incident electron is captured into 

a Rydberg orbital by exciting a molecular ion rovibrationally 

and then the electronic coupling induces a transition from 

the Rydberg state to the dissociative superexcited state. The 

coupling among the infinite number of Rydberg states and 

the electronic continuum is the quantum defect function p(7?). 

Hence, this can be understood in terms of the relative impo

rtance of the following factors; R dependence of quantum 

defect, electronic coupling strength, and Franck-Condon fac

tor between vibrational and dissociative states.

However, the two processes (direct and indirect) occur 

simultaneously. Because the potential energy curves of the 

initial molecular ion and the intermediate Rydberg states 

are very similar, any repulsive state of molecule which cau

ses direct recombination will also lead to predissociation of 

the Rydberg state in indirect recombination. Therefore, we 

should consider both of the direct and the indirect processes.

We investigate the dissociative recombination of O2+ with 

electrons whose incident energy is in the range of 0.001 

to 1 eV. The O2+ ion initially is in the ground electronic 

state of XFg. And the initial vibrational levels of (》+ consi

dered are v+=Qf 1, and 2.

In this system, the atomic fragments are two neutral oxy

gen atoms. Among them the emphasis is given to the oxygen 

excited state of S Many observations and experiments were 

performed for this particular state.39~45 Also it was verified 

that the most important dissociative state generating the LS 

of atomic oxygen should be 1L„+ superexcited state of neut

ral O2. From the symmetry property, we immediately recog

nize that the Rydberg states which couple with the疽 

state of O2 should also have a symmetry of 1EM+.

Therefore the dissociative recombination reactions consi

dered in this work are as follows.46

O2+(X2IIj?; 〃+=0, 1, or 2)+e~

t()2* (i£疽；Rydberg) t O2** ('£疽；dissociative) 

-OGS) + O(i£)).

For clarity, the dominant electronic configuration for each 

state is listed below:

O2+ (須玦)has a configuration of lo^210M22a^220M23o/lnM41 

n/, O2 (X3E£-) has a configuration of la^2loM22o/2ow23a/lnM41 

了讣，O2* (1EW+; Rydberg) has a configuration of 1g/1g„22o/2gm 
咨항屛： (np„ has a symmetry of n„ in terms of mole

cular orbital notation), and O2** (U dissociative) has a 

configuration of log2low220/2aM23o/lnM4ln^12nM1.

Multichannel Quantum Defect Theory for Dis
sociative Recombination

The multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT) provides 

a powerful tool for the study of the process involving highly 

excited (and continuum) states of molecules. The theory was 

first developed by Seaton28 for atomic problems, and exten

ded by Fano47 to the coupling in molecules between electro

nic and nuclear rotational motions.

The MQDT approach to dissociative recombination was 

first introduced by Giusti.33 She suggested the so called two- 

step procedure. In the first step, the vibrational coupling
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between core (in an ion) and external electron (incoming 

electron) is treated as a multichannel problem through the 

R dependence of the quantum defect. In the second step, 

the coupling between the Rydberg (and ionization) and dis

sociative state is treated as an electronic interaction through 

the R dependence of the electronic coupling. This method 

was later 이ightly modified by Nakamura et a/.25,48,49 In this 

work we adopt the Nakamura's method.

The basic concepts underlying the multichannel quantum 

defect method are as follows. The theory is an extension 

of the methods of collision theory into the range of negative 

electron energies where the scattered electron actually beco

mes a bound electron. When the principal quantum number 

n is large, the electron is likely to be found far away from 

the positively charged core, in a region where its classical 

motion is slow compared to the nuclear motion in the core. 

The point of view of collision theory can then be exploited 

by utilizing the space-fixed coordinate frame for the Rydberg 

electron and expanding the eigenfunction of the system in 

terms of the eigenstates of residual ion, characterized in a 

molecule by the vibrational (and rotational) quantum num

bers v+(N+) of the molecular core in its electronic state, 

say, |n+A+\ As n decreases along a Rydberg series, a gro

wing proportion of the probability amplitude of the Rydberg 

electron is contained in an inner region closer to the core. 

Here the strong Coulomb attraction causes the electron to 

move much faster than the nuclei so that the Born-Oppe- 

nheimer approximation becomes increasingly valid. In this 

limiting situation the Rydberg electron is more appropriately 

described in terms of the molecule-fixed coordinate system. 

The electron takes part in the rotational motion in the sense 

that it now has a well-defined orbital angular momentum 

component, A, along the rotating molecular axis. It also assi

sts in determining the potential energy curve for nuclear 

vibrational motion which therefore differs somewhat from 

the curve of the ion: the vibrational wavefunctions are now 

1〃〉rather than "〉.

First we consider all the short range interactions to build 

a reaction matrix K. A part of K matrix is associated with 

the electronic coupling V(R) between electronic continuum 

(called ionization channel which is formed by the attachment 

of incident electron to molecular ion) and discrete excited 

state (called dissociation channel which is essentially a disso

ciative state of neutral molecule).

From the perturbative Lippmann-Schwinger equation, we 

know that the K matrix is equal to the electronic coupling 

V(R) in the first order approximation. That is,

( 侦+MR)成d>R三金土 for j~v+ and jr=d

0 otherwise ⑷

where 七+ is the vibrational wavefunction of the ion, d is 

the index for the dissociative superexcited state of the neut

ral molecule, and Fd(R) represents the energy normalized 

nuclear radial wave function in the dissociation channel d.

The diagonalization of the K matrix yields the eigenchan- 

nels a with eigenphase shifts T]a,

tan na U]a (5)

i]a=±tanT & and 0, (6)
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where

Here U is the unitary diagonalization matrix which should 

exist in eigenchannel function V” which is written as 

尊 = 岑”必2* / cos(까丄(R) + 0-g sin (짜侦) + 福]

+ Uda^>£Fd(R) cos m—G仙)sin 厲 (7)

where and Q are electronic wavefunction of the ion 

and the dissociative neutral state, respectively, f and g are 

regular and irregular Coulomb function, respectively. GAR) 

is an irregular solution of the same nuclear Schr dinger 

equation as FAR). Only the phase of Gd(R) lags in phase 

by n/2. Note that T]a appears as an additional phase shift 

in each continuum asymptotic wave function due to the elec

tronic interaction.卩(7?) is a quantum defect function, which 

is included as a phase shift.

At this point we make use of the closure relation among 

the vibrational wave functions and account for the vibrational 

coupling. Then, we can write

咨 如 (R) Uv + a COS (끼M) + 】la)= 馬 (8)

y 无+(R) Ue sin (찌欢) + %)= Z x顼 如 C"a (9)

The most basic quantities, C and S matrices, can be expres

sed as,

Cv t-a- V [끼M(R) + l]a 기 X">R (10)
r + a

Cda=U血 COS 爪 CH)

Se= 馬 Isin[짜丛(&) + 爪기)侦”〉r (12)

Sda=U血 sin Ha- (13)

The asymptotic wave function can now be written as

% = g X”+& -gS。+涓 + WAR)Cda - G,(R)&打(14)

According to the procedure by Seaton, in order to obtain 

the scattering matrix, we introduce the matrices,

J±=C±iS (15)

X=J+〈厂尸 (16)

&=(1—X)(l+X)= (17)

Then the scattering matrix can be expressed as

S=%F QG一厂術)-1 為 

= (1+ 泌， (18)

where R is the reactance matrix given by

RwRg-Rg (tan nv+Rcc)~lRC0. (19)

The suffix(?(c) means the open (closed) channel; RAR”) is 

the matrix of IOXIC(ICXIJ) with 4(4) the number of closed 

(open) channels. The open channels consist of one dissocia

tive continuum and 1 ionization continua corresponding 

to 70 — 1 vibrational states of molecular ions. The closed cha

nnels are the vibrationally excited Rydberg states.

Finally, the dissociative recombination cross section o(y + ,£) 

is given by

。血*, $)=g끄 I S血+卩, (20)

where £ is the kinetic energy of incident electron. The multi

plicity factor g is

… [2 —8(1서, 0)][2，+l] z91 x
g— 2(2S, + 1) ， ()

where, 2S/+1 is the spin multiplicity of the final channel 

d, 2S + 1 is the spin multiplicity of the initial channel v+, 

Ld is the electronic angular momentum of the final dissocia

tive state, 8 is the Kr^necker delta, and k is the electron 

wave number, i.e., £=(^2/w)k2, and tn is the electron mass.

We obtain the rate coefficient calculated from a Maxwel

lian average of the cross sections at an electron temperature 

Te

av，(TJ = (8/nm^3T/)1/2 J6+(£)exp(-耿(22) 

where the subscript i广 indicates the vibrational state of ini

tial ion, k is the Boltzmann constant, and av+(Te) is the dis

sociative recombination reaction rate at an electron tempera

ture Te.

Computations

Potential Energy Curves. The potential energy curves 

required in this work are those of the ground state (X2!!^) 

of O2+ ion and the dissociative superexcited state 作疽)of 

neutral O2 molecule. The O2 + potential curve is obtained 

from the RKR fit of theoretical and experimental data by 

Krupenie.50 The diabatic O2 potential energy curve is basica

lly taken from Guberman and Giusti-Suzofs work.36 In the 

range of internuclear distance of 1.8<7?<3.0 auf the potential 

curve of 1SU+ is that of Guberman and Giusti-Suzor*s work.36 

And for 7?>3.0 au, a Morse potential curve is constructed 

from the spectroscopic data provided in the literatures.36 The 

potential energy curves are presented in Figure 1, Table 

1, and Table 2. In Table 1 the reference energy point for 

energy (7?) (in cm-1) is the v+ =0 level of O2+.

Using this O2+ ion potential energy curve, the vibrational 

wave functions 七+ for the v+ level are numerically calcula

ted. The potential energy curve for (*&+； dissociative) 

is later utilized to determine the continuum wavefunctions 

of the atomic fragment O(】S).

Quantum Defect Functions. The quantum defect fu

nction defines the potential energy curves for a series of 

Rydberg states. As mentioned in the previous section, the 

partial wave of interest is orbital angular momentum / = 1,

i.e.,  nu orbital. A Rydberg electron is in this orbital. We obtai

ned the quantum defect function |i(Z?) from Guberman and 

Giusti-Suzor*s calculations.36 The quantum defect is later 

used as the phase shift in scattering wavefunctions.

Electronic Couplings. The electronic coupling V(2?) 

between the electronic continuum and the dissociative state 

is given in the Allowing terms,
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R /au

Figure 1. Potential energy curves of O2+(X2II^), O2(1SM+; Ryd

berg) and O2(lXk+: dissociative) states. Vibrational levels of O2+ 

are also presented.

Table 1. Potential energy function of O2+CY2II£)

Rau Energy/cm_ 1 R Energy R Energy

1.786 20321.60 1.913 5520.01 2.442 7294.88

1.790 19568.49 1.925 4620.36 2.464 8170.11

1.795 18807.23 1.939 3712.57 2.486 9037.20

1.800 18037.84 1.955 2796.64 2.508 9896.14

1.805 17260.30 1.973 1872.57 2.529 10746.95

1.810 16474.63 1.996 940.35 2.550 11589.61

1.816 15680.81 2.028 0.00 2.570 12424.13

1.822 14878.85 2.051 -473.00 2.590 13250.51

1.828 14068.75 2.111 -948.69 2.610 14068.75

1.835 13250.51 2.177 -473.00 2.630 14878.85

1.841 12424.13 2.206 0.00 2.650 15680.81

1.848 11589.61 2.250 940.35 2.669 16474.63

1.856 10746.95 2.285 1872.57 2.689 17260.30

1.864 9896.14 2.316 2796.64 2.708 18037.84

1.872 9037.20 2.344 3712.57 2.727 18807.23

1.881 8170.11 2.370 4620.36 2.747 19568.49

1.891 7294.88 2.395 5520.01 2.766 20321.60

1.901 6411.52 2.419 6411.52

r(7?) = 2np|y(7?)|2, (23)

where p is a density of states and r(7?) is an electronic width. 

In our calculation, since we are using only one dissociative 

state, the density p is equal to unity. The r(J?) is taken 

from Guberman and Giusti-Suzor*s work.36 The width T(R) 

is converted to V(R) using Eq. (23). This V(fi) is later used

For L80Q江3.20 au

Table 2. Potential energy function of O2(1SM+)

7?/au Energy/cm-1 R Energy R Energy

1.80 103951.48 2.27 7233.40 2.77 -15297.87

1.97 49528.36 2.37 -560.14 3.04 -16853.94

2.17 17614.56 2.57 -10506.73 3.20 -16694.93

For 3.20M应 10.0 au

Df= 10557.8 cm"1 7?, = 3.073 au P=1.33367 au"1 A = 1.000003513

Energy(7?) = AX10557.8X(1.0-e^Re))2-16851.60

Table 3. Electronic coupling V(R) and quantum defect function 

|i(7?) taken from Ref. 36

•R/au V(^)/au 顺

1.80 0.0393 0.785

2.00 0.0432 0.737

2.20 0.0426 0.713

2.40 0.0383 0.704

2.60 0.0342 0.702

2.80 0.0301 0.703

3.00 0.0257 0.706

to determine the reactance matrix K and, subsequently, the 

eigenvectors U. Table 3 summarizes W?) and 卩(R).

Computational Procedure. The step-by-step compu

tational procedure is as follows1633: i) Using the potential 

energy curve for。2* ion, we calculate the vibrational wave

functions (七+) for the v+ —0t 1, 2, etc. levels of O2+. At 

the same time vibrational energies are determined. In this 

work we calculate 七+ from r+ =0 to in order to inc

lude the couplings among many (open and closed) ionization 

channels. But rotational motions are not considered, ii) By 

setting the reactance matrix K equal to the electronic coup

ling V(R) (first order approximation), we calculate phase shi

fts T]a and eigenfunctions U for the eigenchannel a. The K 

and U matrices are evaluated for various incident electron 

energies. The electron energy e ranges from 0.001 to 1 eV. 

Since the K matrix varies slowly along the electron energy, 

K matrices are interpolated with the interval size of 0.0002 

eV, whenever necessary, iii) The phase shifts due to the 

existence of Rydberg states are Since is an input, 

it does not require any computations, iv) To determine the 

wavefunctions for atomic fragments, a single channel Schr 

dinger equation is solved using the potential energy curve 

of the dissociative 】乙+ state of O2. v) With 사】e phase shifts 

and wavefunctions computed in the previous steps, we const

ruct an asymptotic atomic fragment wavefunction. And by 

comparing it with the initial bound wavefunction, we deter

mine the C and S matrices, vi) With C and S matrices, X, 

R, and S matrices are evaluated, vii) Using Eq. (20), cross 

sections for each channel (扩)are calculated, viii) By avera

ging the cross sections over various incident electron ener

gies using Eq. (22), the dissociative recombination rate coef

ficients are calculated.
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0.010 0.100 1.0000.001

Electron Energy /eV

Figure 2. v+ —Q-^dissociation cross sections with constant 卩(k) 

=0.7198("-; direct process).

Cross Sections and Rates

To understand the mechanism of dissociative recombina

tion we have performed several tests. First, to see the direct 

process, the quantum defect function is set to be nil, i.e., 

卩(R) = 0. It excludes the existence of all Rydberg states. And 

all the vibrational levels except for v+ — 0 are excluded to 

get rid of vibrational-vibrational couplings between ionization 

channels. The cross sections for the recombination reaction 

of O2+(y+ =0)+e -*O(1Z)) + O(1S) are presented in Figure

2. Here the dotted line indicates the cross sections for direct 

process. As expected the cross sections vary smoothly as 

the incident electron energy varies. In Figure 2, the abscissa 

indicates the incident electron energy in eV with respect 

to the =0 level of (須 ion. The ordimate indicates the 

cross sections in cm2 for v+~(^-^dissociation. Both axes are 

in logarithmic scale.

The solid line in Figure 2 is the case for j■侦)being set 

to be nonzero constant (=0.7198). There we see many dips 

in cross sections. Each dip corresponds to a resonant Ryd

berg state. That is, an incident electron is captured to a 

certain vibrational level of Rydberg state of neutral O2, where 

vibrational quantum number is usually one higher than that 

of 02+. And this state interacts with vibrational levels of 

O2+ and, later, electronic interaction with the dissociative 

1E„+ state of O2 leads it to dissociation fragments of oxygen 

atoms.

In second test, we set 7(J?) to be constant (=0.0275au) 

as well as |KR) (=0.7198). As shown in Figure 3, the shape 

of cross section profile is very similar to that of Figure 2. 

The difference is that the vibrational nuclear) motion 

of O2+ ion is homogeneous over R because 7(/?) is constant.

In Figure 4, cross sections calculated with V(R) = 0.0275au 

are presented. Here the quantum defect function 卩(&) varies 

with the internuclear distance R. Comparing Figure 4 with

io-1"*------ *一，,i------- 1一11，Lni— I，iil …」
0.001 0.010 0.100 1.000

Electron Energy /ev

Figure 3. v+ —^-^dissociation cross sections with constant 卩(R) 

=0.7198 and constant V(/?)=0.0275au.

1O,B

io-«

1

o

0.001 0.010 0.100 1.000

Electron Energy /ev

Figure 4. v+= ^-^dissociation cross sections with constant V(Z?) 

=0.0275au.

Figure 3, we immediately notice that the profile of cross 

section in Figure 3 changes a lot to a more complicated 

form. Each dip decreases and increases around matching 

electron energy with a certain Rydberg state. This kind of 

profile is called Fano-Beutler5152 shape. And the change of 

peak shape is due to the interaction between a bound state 

of。2* ion (and of Rydberg O2 state) and a continuum state 

(O2+ ion + electron). It implicitly indicates that our calcula

tions correctly include the coupling between the Rydberg 

states and ion+electron continuum state.
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Figure 5. v+ =^dissociation cross sections (•••; direct process).

From the above three tests (Figures 2, 3, and 4), we learn 

that the electronic coupling 7(7?) plays the most important 

role in determining the dissociation cross section. And the 

quantum defect 卩(7?) causes a coupling between ionization 

channels (ion + electron continuum and vibrational state of 

Rydberg level) to generate many dips (sudden decrease of 

cross sections) in cross section profile. When 卩(&) is not 

constant over R, the dip is changed to up-and-down shape 

as predicted by Fano.52 The full cross sections for y+ = 0 

of O2+ to 0(5) dissociative recombination are presented in 

Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, at low electron energy, indirect 

cross sections are smaller than direct ones. It is because 

the incident electron is captured to a Rydberg state and 

stays at that state momentarily, which consequently delays 

the reaction. As expected, the overall cross sections decrease 

as the electron energy increases, because the electron having 

large kinetic energy is less likely to be drawn by the attrac

tive Coulombic force of O2+ positive ion. But at very large 

electron energies, the cross sections become larger as the

Bull. Korean Chem. Soc. 1996, Vol. 17, No. 11 1071 

electron energy becomes larger, because there are more cha

nnels becoming open when the electron energy is very large.

Though we do not present detailed results, we have also 

performed similar type of calculations for v+~ ^^dissociation 

and v+ — 2-^dissociation processes. The same characteristics 

of recombination process obtained from v+= ^-^dissociation 

calculations are also found in v+ — l and v+ =2 calculations.

Experimentally the up and down structures (resonant st

ructures due to Rydberg states) in cross sections do not 

manifest because of the wide distribution of incident electron 

energy (low resolutions). Rather the Maxwell-Boltzmann 

average of electron energy is accounted for smooth cross 

section profile. Therefore using Eq. (22) we have calculated 

the rate coefficients.'It is customary to report incident elect

ron kinetic energy in terms of temperature, Te. The rate 

coefficient dependency on Te is expressed as closed formula 

like those in Table 4.

Table 4 shows the dissociative recombination rate coeffi

cients for C)2*")+厂 T0(iS) + 0(M)). Indirect process 

means that the couplings between ionization channels and 

Rydberg states of O2 are also included in addition to the 

couplings between ionization channels and dissociative state 

of O2 (direct process). The rate coefficients decrease as the 

Te increases in the range of 7=100 to 1000 K. For v+=0 

-^dissociation process, indirect rate coefficients are larger 

than direct rate coefficients. For f+ = 1 or 2-^dissociation 

process, indirect rate coefficients are smaller than direct rate 

coefficients. We also note that the rate coefficient for y4 = 2 

-^■dissociation is largest and that for v+— ^dissociation is 

smallest among the three channels. For example, at 7) = 300 

K, a (v+ =0-^dissociation) = 2.62X10~8 cm3/s, a " = 1)= 

7.22X IO-9 cm3/s, a " =0) = 442X10顶 cm3/s from indirect 

process calculations.

The entry denoted as GS in Table 4 is the theoretical 

work by Guberman and Giusti-Suzor.36 In their work they 

used a basically identical MQDT theory as ours. And the 

same set of electronic coupling and quantum defect functions 

are used actually because our values are taken from their 

work. The difference between two calculations lies in the 

form of potential curves of O2+ ground state and O2 dissocia

tive state, but, overall, the difference is not so critical. As 

we see in Table 4, our rate coefficients agree to those by 

Guberman and Giusti-Suzor (GS) within an order of magni

tude. GS's a (v+ — 2-^dissociation) is also largest among three 

a's. Some years ago Guberman reported the direct process

Table 4. Rate coefficients (cm3/s) for Q*3*)+厂一0('，+ 00))

This work GSfl

Direct Indirect

200M*400 K

0 3.54X10-10(Te/300) 037 4.42\1010(^/300)-°21 2.30\1010(^/300)-°13

1 9.45X10—90財300)-m2 7.22X10—9(冗/300)t).57 2.40X10"9(7',/300)-051

2 4.33X10-8(T/300) 048 2.62X10—8(7,3oo)-。43 1.40X10—8(7,300) 7 的

600<T^1000 K

0 2.77X1O~1o(T€/80O)-°-92 3.33X10^lo(Te/800) 033 2.10X10^10(Te/800)-°17

1 6.66X10-9(Te/800)-°28 4.70X10-9(Te/800)-°32 3.10X10-9(Te/800)-°07

2 2.72X10—8(兀/800厂。47 L84X1(厂8(冗/800)-。35 7.90X10—8(兀/800)-。52

aRef. 36 (theoretical work)
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calculations of for v+ = Qt 1, 2, 3, and ^dissociation.37,38 In 

the calculations, he also found a (v+~ 2—^dissociation) is lar

gest (larger than a (i广=3) or a (i广=4)). The theoretically 

calculated quantum yields for O2+ (y+=0 only)+厂tO(】£)) 

+ 0(5), at 7)=300 K, are 0.0021 (indirect process in this 

work), 0.0011 (GS), and 0.0016 (Guberman). Zipf53 reported 

that experimental quantum yield for。2*"=0, 1, 2, 3 all) 

+厂亠》0(1£)) + 0(5) is 0.02. Here we note that the experime

ntal quantum yield is at least 10 times larger than any theo

retical quantum yi이d. The theoretical quantum yield for 0/ 

(v+ = 1 only)—^dissociation and O2+血*=2 only) are 10 or 100 

times larger than that for O2+(y+ =0 only). Therefore the 

very large experimental quantum yield can be explained if 

the O2+ ion is initially in some vibrationally excited states. 

Actually Zipf54 determined the initial vibrational distribution 

of O2 + ion using Guberman*s theoretical quantum yields and 

his experimentally measured quantum yields. But, on the 

other hand, there is an evidence that the vibrationally exci

ted O2 + ion can be easily quenched to the ground r+ =0 

level by a collision with atomic oxygen.10 If so, the excited 

vibrational level of O2+ can not be heavily populated so that 

most O2+ ions should be in the ground state initially.

In other experiments,55,56 the rate coefficients for ()2+(v+ = 

0)+°-—20 (in any state) are found to be 1.95X 10-7 cm3/s 

at 7^=300 K. It corresponds to the quantum yield of 0.93, 

which is again very larger than any theoretical value. There

fore, as Guberman and Giusti-Suzor argued,36 we also believe 

that theoretical rate coefficients or quantum yields are much 

smaller than experimental ones. We do not know the exact 

reason why theory gives smaller quantum yields than expe

riment. The possible reasons for this discrepancy, we learn 

from this work, are: i) The diabatic potential curve of disso

ciative state used in the theoretical work crosses near the 

point (Rs) of 〃+ = 2 vibrational level of O2+ ion potential cu

rve (see Figure 1). So it is natural that a(O2+(^+ = 2)) is 

largest. Hence a(O2+(y+ = 0)) is smaller, ii) The internuclear 

distance dependency of electronic coupling, used in the theo

retical work, is too much delocalized, i.e., as seen in Table 

3, over the range of 7? =1.8 to 3.0au the electronic coupling 

is consistently large. Electronic coupling should be largest 

near the crossing point and diminishes away from the cros

sing point. Instead of first order approximation of Lippmann- 

Schwinger equation (see Eq. 4), more accurate second order 

approximation can be used, but this second order calculation36 

did not account for the discrepancy, iii) The relevant disso

ciative state could be more than one. The 也疽 state used 

in this work could be only one of them. The more dissocia

tive states are involved, the larger the rate coefficients are.

Conclusions

The dissociative recombination of O2+(y+)+^--*O(1S) + 

OQD) has been theoretically investigated using the multicha

nnel quantum defect theory. Cross sections and rate coeffi

cients at various electron energies are calculated. The reso

nant structures in cross section profile, which are hardly 

measurable in experiments, are determined. Therefore the 

role of Rydberg manifold is found to be non-negligible.

The theoretical rate coefficients are found to be smaller 

than the experimental ones. The reason for this difference 

should be examined in future works. However we learn that,

Jeonghee Seong and Hosung Sun 

in theory, more accurate potential curves and electronic cou

plings should be used. And, in experiments, the initial vibra

tional state of O2+ ion should be determined beforehand.

Nonetheless the two-step MQDT procedure adopted in this 

work is found to be very useful and promising in calculating 

the state-to-state rates of dissociative recombination reaction 

which is a very important and frequently found phenomenon 

in Earth's ionosphere. In the future theoretical efforts to 

determine accurate potential curves, quantum defect function 

and particularly electronic coupling should continue.
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